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Primal Pro Series
Functional Trainer &

Accessories

£3,249.99

Product Images

Short Description

If you're a sports club, gym, school or small PT studio, this heavy duty Primal Strength Stealth Commercial
Functional Trainer could be the best investment you make. As a fully functioning dual adjustable pulley
machine, you cn take advantage of a wide range of cable exercises using the accessories that come with it.

Functional Dual Adjustable Pulley Trainers
As a package this is great value for money. With 200kg of weight, metal shrouds to the cabling, commercial
grade components like the pulley bearings and ionised metal pins, you are getting superb quality. The frame
itself is an 11 gauge/3mm steel, powder-coated frame that comes with a lifetime warranty.

Key Features
Commercial dual adjustable pulley system
Heavy duty frame & design
2 x 100kg weight stacks
5kg increments
Commercial grade cables
Full range of 10+ accessories
Full Length rubber grip chin-up bar
Commercial Grade Cables and Bush Bearing Pulley Wheels
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Added Value
Alongside the 2 x 100kg stacks, commercial components and overall superb design and quality, the Stealth
Functional Trainer has been designed tobe a stable mate for the Stealth Commercial Fitness Elite FID Bench
or the Primal flat dumbbell bench. The beauty of the FID bench is that it's foot rptin was designed to fit with
the dual adjustable pulley or the functional trainer perfectly.

DAP Accessories
The following come FREE with the functional trainer :

Hardened chrome double-clip squat bar
Hardened chrome double-clip EZ bar
Long and short stirrup handles
Ankle attachment
Golf club handle
2 x hardened-chrome stirrup handles
Double tricep rope
Rubber Grip Chin-Up handles

Additional Information

SKU PSSS0005

Weight 300.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Commercial Use

Warranty Lifetime Frame. Full Commercial- One Years Parts

Made From Steel

Additional Features Comes with 10+ accessories including handles, bars and
ankle strap.

Max User Weight 150kg User

Weight Stacks 2x 100kg Stacks

Width Dimensions 145cm

Height Dimensions 235cm

Depth Dimensions 85cm
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